Based on Piaget's theory of cognitive development and an extension of the Engagement-Reflection model of creativity, the Developmental Engagement-Reflection (Dev E-R) model characterizes the early cognitive development of an agent as a creative activity. In its first version, Dev E-R uses an agent that can see and move its head; through interactions with its environment, it is able to develop elaborated behaviors consistent with Piaget's ideas. This work describes an advancement of our model. We give our agent a hand (tactile sensor) so it can detect the presence and features of an object in its environment; we also study the necessary mechanisms to coordinate its vision with the sense of touch. We report the behavior of the agent when it is granted the capacity of touching without seeing (i.e. the agent was ''blind'') and when both skills, touch and sight, come together. For such purpose, we place an agent in a virtual environment and let it perform in different contexts. We analyze how new knowledge structures results from prior experiences and interactions with the environment. The outcomes from the experiments reveal that it learns new skills associated with eye-hand coordination. We observe that the arising developmental behavior resembles some of the features reported by Jean Piaget.
Introduction
Cognitive development is a fascinating subject that is taking the attention of many researchers in areas like developmental approaches to artificial intelligence (AI), cognitive science, philosophy, and so on (e.g. Asada et al., 2009; Guerin, 2011a; Lungarella, Mettay, Pfeiferz, & Sandiniy, 2003; Weng et al., 2001) . One of its main goals is to study agents' capability of adaptation to its (sometimes changing) environment. Adaptation is seen by many academics as a necessary condition for creative behavior (e.g. Cohen, 1989; Gorney, 2007; Runco, 2007) . Piaget (1936 Piaget ( /1952 ) characterizes adaptation as a mechanism comprised by two processes called assimilation and accommodation: Assimilation allows children to face new situations by using their knowledge from past experiences; accommodation allows dealing with new situations by progressively modifying their expertise in order to incorporate the results of their new experiences. Clearly, these three concepts-cognitive development, adaptation, and creative behavior-are closely related to each other. We use them as a base for our research. The Developmental Engagement-Reflection (Dev E-R) model represents the early cognitive development of an agent as a creative activity (Aguilar & Pe´rez y Pe´rez, 2015) . Dev E-R characterizes some of the aspects that take place during the sensorimotor period described by Piaget (1936 Piaget ( /1952 Pe´rez & Sharples, 2001 , 2004 to represent Piaget's assimilation-accommodation adaptation process. To our knowledge, this is the first computational system that addresses cognitive development as a creative process. It proposes three characteristics for the construction of developmental agents: (1) a hedonic intrinsic motivation system based on the recovery and preservation of pleasant stimuli; (2) a knowledge representation based on affective responses, emotional reactions, and motivations; and (3) a learning mechanism driven by surprise and cognitive curiosity, based on generalization and differentiation of schemas, and on using its knowledge of past experiences to deal with new similar, but not identical, situations.
In Aguilar and Pe´rez y Pe´rez (2015) , we reported the behaviors learned by the agent when it was granted with the capability of seeing its world (a living room with furniture, plants, and some toys). This article complements that work. Here, we present an advancement of Dev E-R where we incorporate a hand that allows the agent to touch its environment. Our main interest is to study which new behaviors arise as a result of adding this new sensory ability. Because, as far as we know, there are no other developmental agents that employ the Engagement-Reflection Model, we consider necessary to study further the limitations and scopes of our model. In this article, we have the hypothesis that if Dev E-R provides the bases for a framework flexible enough for implementing a developmental agent, the incorporation of new senses (such as the sense of touch) should be possible without modifying the core of the current knowledge structures and internal processes. That is, the same model must provide the necessary infrastructure to develop new abilities. These are the questions that drive this research: What modifications does Dev E-R require in order to add the sense of touch? How can the sense of touch and sense of sight be coordinated within our model? Given these new features, what new abilities will our agent develop? Our results suggest that the new skills developed by the agent resemble what Piaget describes as the first behaviors associated with hand and the first sight-touch coordination seen in newborns from ages 0 to 4 months. In this way, the inclusion of the sight-touch coordination seems to produce in our model a more elaborated cognitive development. Furthermore, this result suggests that it is possible to include new senses to our agent without substantial modifications of the model. Nevertheless, it is necessary to assess deeply the flexibility of our approach.
This article is structured as follows: section 2 presents a summary of related work; section 3 contains a description of the developmental agent and the Dev E-R model; section 4 explains the changes needed to give the sense of touch to the agent; section 5 describes the experiments we performed to test our model as well as the results obtained; in section 6, we discuss the behaviors learned by the agent in the context of Piaget's theory, its developmental path, an evaluation of its development as a creative process, and a comparison with other methods; finally, in section 7, we present the conclusions.
Related work
Probably, Alan Turing (1950) is the first person to conceive the idea of developing a program that simulates an artificial baby which could be later educated like a child until it gets an adult level. Around the same time (1920s-1970s) , Jean Piaget, an epistemologist, psychologist, and biologist, publishes important research papers related to the development of intelligence from infants to adults, which are still a reference to anyone interested in cognitive development (see, for example, Piaget, 1924 Piaget, , 1936 Piaget, /1952 Piaget, , 1954 Piaget, , 1985 . Two decades later, during the 1960s and 1970s, Papert (1963) and Boden (1978) suggest that AI and Piaget's theory of cognitive development can be highly useful from each other.
It is until the beginning of the 1990s, that under the influence of the idea of embodiment (which states that intelligent behavior can only come from the interaction between the mind, the body, and the environment), a new area of research named as developmental robotics (sometimes also called epigenetic robotics) arose. Its focus of interest is in the intersection between robotics and developmental sciences. A review of this emerging area can be found in Asada et al. (2009) ; Lungarella et al. (2003) ; Elliott and Shadbolt (2003) ; Metta, Sandini, Natale, and Panerai (2001) ; Asada, MacDorman, Ishiguro, and Kuniyoshi (2001) ; Weng et al. (2001) ; and Sandini, Metta, and Konczak (1997) .
From that decade to the present, different computational models that simulate some aspects of early cognitive development, from Piaget's perspective, have appeared. Guerin (2011a) and Stojanov (2009) present a review of these kinds of works. However, none of these systems consider the relation between cognitive development and creativity. In 2013, such relationship was discussed during the Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence (AAAI) Spring Symposium called ''Creativity and Cognitive Development.'' The discussion was around the hypothesis that the same mechanisms involved in the generation of creative artifacts are observed during cognitive development, in particular during the constant reconceptualization of one's understanding of the environment. In a paper presented in that symposium, Sandra Bruno (2013) suggests that creativity is what enables adaptation, and that in the very early stages of development, one of the first creative attitudes involves the transformation of reflexes into schema. In Stojanov and Indurkhya (2013) , the authors reflect about how research in developmental AI and robotics remains completely disconnected from computational creativity, and propose to see the process of analogy as one of the common mechanisms present in both fields, as well as the consequences of this point of view. In the same line of thought, Bickhard (2013) presents a discussion about the creativity of development and the development of creativity. On one hand, he states that ''development is inherently a matter of an evolutionary epistemology, and, thus, inherently involves creative construction processes in the face of new situations and problems,'' and on the other hand, he discusses the different aspects of an internal evolutionary epistemology that can contribute to creativity. Other related works that were presented in this symposium include Miller (2013) and Indurkhya (2013) . Nevertheless, except for our work (Aguilar & Pe´rez y Pe´rez, 2013) , no other computer system that models early cognitive development as a creative activity was presented. We believe that this is an important relationship that needs to be further studied, and we refer to it as development of early-creativebehavior.
The developmental agent and the Dev E-R model
This section provides a summary of our model introduced in Aguilar and Pe´rez y Pe´rez (2015) . The developmental agent is named Jacques, after Jacqueline, one of the daughters of Jean Piaget, who was an object of study and inspiration for him. Jacques interacts with a three-dimensional (3D) virtual world containing simple 3D models of typical objects that may be found in real life. Such objects have the following characteristics: luminous or non-luminous, static or moving, color, and size. The agent uses a virtual camera (set in its right eye) with a field of vision of 60°to visually sense the world. The images taken are internally represented as a 180 3 120 3 3 matrix. Its field of view is divided into nine different areas. It has the capability of moving its head 10°to the right, left, up, down, up-right, down-right, up-left, and down-left. These are the physical actions, or external actions, that the agent can perform.
The general perception-action cycle that Jacques implements is summarized in Figure 1 .
Motivational system
The agent simulates affective responses, emotional reactions, and motivations that push it to act. These are inspired by Piaget's ideas, associated with the relation between affectivity and development of intelligence (Piaget, 1981) . The first responses consist of intensity and valence, represented by the agent through variables that span along a scale of -1, + 1, + 2, wherein -1 represents disliking and + 1/ + 2 represent 2 degrees of liking. The rest are represented internally as Boolean variables having a true value when the agent presents such emotional reactions or motivations. The situations under which these are triggered are listed in Table 1 .
Knowledge representation
The agent has a memory wherein it stores all its knowledge. Particularly, the agent saves in this memory its current perception of the world (represented through the Current-Context structure) and actions to interact with its environment (represented through schemas). 3.2.1. Current-Context. The Current-Context is a structure composed by two parts: (1) the Current-Visual-Context, and (2) the agent's current expectations, which are defined as an Expected Current-Visual-Context (explained later in this section). The Current-Visual-Context is composed by two parts: (1) the features of the object that is in the center of attention of the agent (its color, size, movement, and position within the visual field); and (2) the affective responses, emotional reactions, and motivations triggered in the agent by such object. This way, the agent is able to represent its present perception of the world in terms of what the object(s) at the center of its attention (described through their features) are provoking in it, that is, whether they are causing a feeling of liking, disliking, interest, boredom, surprise, cognitive curiosity, and/or any expectation. Figure 2 (a) shows an example of a Current-Context. With the purpose of providing a simpler, more compact notation, henceforth, current contexts composed solely by affective responses are herein represented in the form of Figure 2 
3.2.2. Schemas. Schemas as used herein are knowledge structures simulating the sensory-motor schemas described by Piaget. There are two types: basic and developed.
Basic schemas represent innate behaviors and tendencies observed by Piaget in babies, which are present in the agent from its initialization. These are represented as contexts associated to actions. The contexts used in the schemas are structures similar to the Current-Context structure. As opposed to the Current-Context structure, the contexts of the schemas may define the features of the object in terms of noninstantiated variables. As an example of the foregoing, Figure 3 (a) shows an illustration of a basic schema, which associates the situation of feeling disliking, triggered by an object of any color = a, of any size = b, with any movement status = c, and in any position within the visual field = d, with the action of performing a random external action (e.g. a movement of the head to the right). Henceforth, small letters shall represent non-instantiated variables. When the n features describing the object in a context are non-instantiated variables, it is said that the structure to which it is associated is an abstract schema of type T n (as the schema shown in Figure 3 (a), which is type T 4 ). On the contrary, if all features are instantiated variables, we have Table 1 . Summary of the situations under which the different affective responses, emotional reactions, and motivations are triggered.
Name Description
Affective responses Pleasure It is triggered when the agent pays attention to a bright spot. It can assume three values: + 2 when the agent pays attention to a bright blob that it sees in the center of its visual field, + 1 when the element is seen in its peripheral area, and -1 when the agent loses a stimulus it likes, that is when the attended item disappears from its visual field. In other words, the -1 value is equivalent to disliking.
Emotional reactions
Interest Triggered as a result of executing an internal action named show_interest_in A, where A can be any stimuli (visual or tactile).
Surprise
Triggered when the agent ''accidentally'' recovers an object it likes, and when the current situation is faced by using agent's experience from a similar, but not identical, situation, and even then the expectations are met.
Boredom
Triggered when the agent attends, in a consecutive sequence, the same object a number of times.
Motivations
Cognitive curiosity Triggered when the expectations of the agent are not met. Figure 2 . (a) An example of a Current-Context structure, which represents that the agent is seeing a pleasant object, which consists of a ball of C 1 color, and size S 1 , which is moving within position 4 of the visual field; and (b) the same Current-Context using the alternative notation.
a concrete schema of type T 0 . Similarly, there are intermediate schemas, types T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T nÀ1 , with several features in terms of non-instance variables. The concept of type is important for the implementation of the accommodation process, which is based on generalizations (modifying a schema so that it becomes more abstract, for example, changing it from T 2 to T 4 ) and in differentiations (modifying a schema so that it becomes more particular, for example, changing it from T 3 to T 1 ). These processes are described in section 3.3.2. Developed schemas are constructed based on the interactions of the agent with its environment (explained later in this section) and represent new behaviors. These are composed by a context, an action to be executed, an expected context, and a set of contexts with which the expectations have been fulfilled (named ''Contexts Expectations Fulfilled'') and others that were not fulfilled (termed ''Contexts Expectations NOT Fulfilled''). Figure 3 (b) shows an example of a developed schema, which associates the disliking situation triggered by a moving object of any color, any size, in position 4 within the visual field of the agent, with the action of moving the head left, and the expectation of recovering the affective response of pleasure toward that same object (two objects are considered the same if both have the same color). This is an example of a T 2 schema, as two of the features of the context (without considering the ones used in the expected context) are in terms of non-instantiated variables.
The term visual schema is used to define the structures whose context refers only to visual objects.
Adaptation and learning mechanisms
The adaptation and learning mechanisms are in charge of using and constructing the knowledge of the agent (represented as sensory-motor schemas).
3.3.1. General functioning. The Dev E-R model, in Engagement mode, searches its memory to find all schemas whose contexts represent a similar situation to the one described in the Current-Context. If during this process the agent is found to know more than one way to act given the current situation, then one of those ways is preferred. The selection is performed in such a way that the developed schemas are assigned a higher probability of being chosen over the basic ones, and from the developed schemas, the one resulting in the highest number of expectations fulfilled and expected to result in the most pleasure is the one that will most likely be picked out. The final decision is made on a random basis, which considers the above information.
For instance, let us suppose that the current context of the agent is the one shown in Figure 2 , and that during Engagement, the agent found three possible schemas to match: (1) a basic schema with an action where the agent continues showing interest in the moving ball;
(2) a developed schema with an action where the agent moves its head to the left; with that movement, it expects to increase its pleasure with a probability p 2 (such a probability depends on its experience); (3) a developed schema, similar to the second one, with the associated action of moving the head to the left and up; it expects to increase the pleasure with a probability p 3 , where p 2 . p 3 . The system selects at random which schema to match; however, because p 2 . p 3 , the second structure has a higher probability to be chosen than the third one; because the agent prefers to match developed schemas rather than basic schemas, the first option in this example has the lower possibility to be used. In this way, given the same situation and the same memory state, most of the time the agent will move its head toward the left; in some other occasions, it will move its head toward the left and up; and occasionally, it will show interest toward the ball. Therefore, under equal conditions, the agent will not always behave in the same way. The simulation is non-deterministic; it depends on the knowledge that the agent has accumulated in memory.
When a schema is selected, its associated action is executed; in case the designated structure is a developed schema, then the expectations are registered in the Current-Context. The agent senses once more its world, updating the structure of the Current-Context, and the cycle continues. When no schema may be matched in the memory, that is, when the agent faces an unknown situation, then an impasse is declared. In this event, an adaptation process is required, whether by assimilation or by accommodation. These processes may be performed automatically or analytically, for instance, through an analogic reasoning. However, when the agent initiates the execution, it lacks reflexive skills to help it deal with such type of situations (based on the early substages that are being modeled). Consequently, adaptation in this implementation is simulated as an automatic activity that is being performed in Engagement mode. 3.3.2. Simulation of the accommodation process. Accommodation, as understood under Piaget's theory, refers to the process through which the child modifies an existing schema or creates an entirely new one to deal with an unknown object or event (Ormrod, 2012) . Inspired by this concept, in the Dev E-R model, the knowledge structures are gradually created and modified by means of the generalization and differentiation processes summarized in Figure 4 .
An important aspect to highlight is that at some point in time, agent's memory contains schemas of various types that may involve different senses. For a detailed explanation of the accommodation process, see Aguilar and Pe´rez y Pe´rez (2015) .
3.3.3. Simulation of the cognitive equilibration process. The accommodation process continues until the moment arrives when the agent can interact with its world during the last N C cycles without detecting the need to modify its knowledge, as the expectations were fulfilled most of the times (at least in P Success % of the times), as depicted in Figure 5 . At that moment, we can say that the agent has entered a state of cognitive equilibrium, and the schemas that have been built by the agent up to that point are considered stabilized.
If any schema is built, deleted, or modified again, then the agent is considered to have entered again in a state of cognitive disequilibrium. Consequently, it will have to meet again the condition stating that the need to modify its knowledge was not detected in the last N C cycles, as the expectations were fulfilled most of the times, and so a state of cognitive equilibrium is achieved again.
Each time the agent enters a state of cognitive equilibrium, its capability of finding partial matches between its Current-Context and its basic schemas and those developed schemas that have been stabilized is (1) A new T n -type schema is formed when the agent presents an emotional reaction of surprise, that is, when it accidentally recovers an object of its interest. (2) The schema is differentiated in particular structures, type T 0 , when its associated expectations are not fulfilled in a determined percentage of times.
(3) It is generalized into a schema type T n1 . . . T 1 when it is detected that one same action may lead to recovering several objects with different features. (4) If the schema continues to lead the agent to enter a conflictive cognitive state, then it is considered to be still very general and is thus differentiated once more into particular schemas. (5) This process continues until the schema is deleted or until accommodations stop because the expectations are fulfilled most of the times, that is, until it becomes stabilized. Figure 5 . A depiction of the moment when the agent enters a cognitive equilibrium state. When the agent initializes and begins to create its own schemas, its expectations are fulfilled in a very low percentage of times, resulting in the necessity of accommodating its knowledge. In time, the agent is capable of interacting with its world without the need to further modify its knowledge, as the expectations were fulfilled most of the times (at least in P Success % of the times, during the last N C cycles). At this time, the agent is said to have entered a state of cognitive equilibrium. activated, as described in further detail in the following section. At the beginning, the agent was not able to perform such skill.
3.3.4. Simulation of the assimilation process. Assimilation refers to the process of responding to new facts and situations according to what is already known and recoverable from the memory (Guerin, 2011b) . This process is modeled in Dev E-R by seeking schemas representing situations which are similar to the one described in the Current-Context.
At the beginning of the execution, a 100% match must be found between both structures. However, once stabilized schemas begin to appear on the agent's knowledge base, it begins to allow partial matches, which may be presented in two ways. First, if the Current-Context consists of a single affective response, then any of the elements thereof is allowed to differ from any of the elements of the context associated with a schema (the type, valence, or intensity of the affective response, or in the properties of the object-color, size, movement status, or position within the visual field). Second, if the Current-Context consists of more than a single affective response, then each of the latter is allowed to match a different schema, or even one of said responses may be allowed to not have a match. It is important to stress that partial matches are performed only in basic schemas, as well as in developed schemas which are already considered stable.
Sometimes, assimilation leads to accommodation. For example, in cases where the agent (1) faces a current situation by performing a partial match between such situation and any of the developed schemas and (2) after applying the associated action, the expectations of the agent are fulfilled. Under such circumstances, an emotional reaction of surprise is triggered, leading to the construction of a new schema representing the way in which the agent successfully faced the new situation. With the creation of new schemas, the knowledge base of the agent suffers further accommodations, leading to a new state of cognitive disequilibrium. The agent remains at this stage until the new schemas are stabilized. At that moment, the agent enters again into a state of cognitive equilibrium. The new stabilized schemas begin to be used in finding partial matches, thus leading to the creation of new schemas and causing the agent to enter once again into a state of cognitive disequilibrium, and so on. This is how the agent simulates the process of cognitive development, going from a state of disequilibrium to a state of equilibrium, and again to disequilibrium, and so on.
Adding the sense of touch to the agent
To give the sense of touch to the agent, five main changes are needed:
1. Create a simulated tactile sensor that can detect (1) the presence of an object in contact with the palm of the hand (the agent can only touch one element at a time) and (2) its texture. Regarding the latter, it is possible to achieve an implementation which enables the agent to increase its ability to differentiate various tactile properties prevalent on the surface of the elements in the surroundings (see, for example, Jamali, Byrnes-Preston, Salleh, & Sammut, 2009). These may include, for instance, several degrees of roughness. This may be carried out analogous to vision (see Aguilar & Pe´rez y Pe´rez, 2015) . Thus, at the beginning, the agent would only be able to differentiate between very smooth and very rough. In time, through the interaction with the virtual world, the agent would be able to differentiate several degrees of roughness. However, for simplicity purposes, in this article, we are assuming that the agent has learned to recognize a number of textures, which have been labeled as ''t 1 ,'' ''t 2 ,'' ''t 3 ,'' and so on. 2. Add a tactile texture to each object in the environment (in this implementation, this is done by assigning them a label such as ''t 1 ''). 3. Update the motivation system in such a way that (1) an affective response of pleasure with intensity + 1 is triggered when the agent has selected a tactile stimuli as its center of attention; and (2) an affective response of pleasure with intensity -1 (i.e. displeasure) is triggered when the agent loses a tactile stimulus it likes, for example, when it drops the attended object. 4. Change the Current-Context structure to include a new component named Current-Tactile-Context which is analogous to the Current-Visual-Context. This structure corresponds to an internal representation of what the agent is touching. The schemas with only tactile information are named tactile schemas. 5. Modify the attention module in such a way that when the agent is detected to have been in cognitive equilibrium for N C cycles, and its knowledge base contains stabilized visual and tactile schemas, then the agent becomes capable of representing both visual and tactile data in its current contexts. In other words, the agent becomes capable of paying attention to what it sees and what it touches simultaneously. The term tactile-visual schema is used to describe those schemas referring to visual and tactile stimuli.
Experiments and results
We present in Aguilar and Pe´rez y Pe´rez (2015) the results obtained when the agent is granted with the ability to see but not touch the world around it. Said results are summarized herein below because these are used for the subsequent experiments. For this article, we are
interested in finding what new behaviors arise when the agent is granted the ability to touch. For this purpose, two new sets of experiments were designed. The first one consists in configuring the agent so that it could only touch but not see its world. The second one involves granting the agent both abilities: seeing and touching its environment. The description of said experiments, along with the results obtained, is reported herein below.
First set of experiments: the agent can only see its world
The first set of experiments involved letting the agent interact in three separate executions within the living room shown in Figure 6 . This environment contained 3D models of pieces of furniture, plants, toys, and so on. All the objects were static, except for five balls of different colors, which began to move at different times and in different predefined directions (sometimes they rolled from left to right, and back; other times, they bounced). In these experiments, the agent was initialized with the first two schemas shown in Figure 7 , which represent ''innate'' tendencies described by Piaget (1936 Piaget ( /1952 ). The first innate conduct allowed the agent to keep its attention focused on the objects of its interest; the second one permitted the agent to perform an attempt at recovering such objects whenever they disappear. Jacques finished its execution (in one of the runs, after having remained in a state of cognitive equilibrium during the last 1000 cycles) with 29 new schemas in total (13 to recover objects it lost in the different positions within the visual field, 8 to keep those that were moving, and 8 to preserve those that were static). When the agent used jointly the schemas it had developed, we noticed that it learned the following behaviors (listed herein in the same order in which they were constructed): (1) recovering back in its visual field the elements of agent's interest which came out of said field, (2) following visually pleasant objects, (3) centering within the visual field the elements which were of agent's interest and which were moving, and (4) centering in the visual field the elements that were interesting for the agent and which were static.
Second set of experiments: the agent can only touch its world
The second set of experiments consisted in configuring the agent so that it could only touch but not see its world. Its development was considered completed when it remained in a state of cognitive equilibrium during the last 250 cycles, that is, until the agent showed to have acquired new skills that enabled it to interact with the environment (recovering and preserving the tactile objects that were pleasant for the agent), using the knowledge that it had built. The reason why we selected 250 cycles is because empirically we realized that the tactile skills that it acquires in this setup are faster to learn than the ones when it could only see. Thus, if we had used 1000 cycles as in the previous experiment, the only consequence would have been that it would take longer to finish its development. However, if we had used a smaller value than 250, there is a risk of a premature stabilization of the schemas causing the agent to be unable of predicting the consequences of its actions with an adequate precision. Dev E-R is a research tool; therefore, the user can modify a set of parameters that influence the behavior of the agent (see Table 2 ). We performed several tests to study the consequences of altering their values. The following lines provide a summary of what we found out. When the first four parameters in Table 2 were set to high values, the agent took longer to develop all its schemas; so, we prefer to use low values. The parameter P FailureT4 shapes the time that the agent spends trying to recover lost objects by using the same action that previously worked well. We observed that choosing a low percentage such as 10% is a good compromise between giving the schema time to gain knowledge about the consequences of its associated action and allowing the agent to try different actions to recover pleasant stimuli. Parameters P DeleteT0 , P DeleteT 4 , and P DeleteT 3T 2 affect the decision of which schemas should be deleted because Basic schemas with which the agent was initialized. These schemas represent the predefined behaviors that were known initially by the agent to interact with its world.
they are not good enough predicting the consequences of their associated actions. For instance, P DeleteT 0 is linked to schema type T 0 . Because these types of schemas connect actions to very specific stimuli, a failure rate greater than 50% indicates a bad accuracy of the prediction. On the contrary, P DeleteT 4 and P DeleteT 3T 2 are linked to schemas that continuously are generalized and differentiated. As a result, their set of fulfilled and not fulfilled expectations is constantly changing. Thus, such schemas should only be deleted when the experience registered in them mainly represents failure cases; otherwise, valuable experience may be lost. To achieve this behavior, it is necessary to set the parameters with high values. Finally, the last parameter is related to the flexibility of the agent to deal with indeterminacy of the consequences of the agent's actions. The lower it is set, the more flexible it is. For example, if every time the agent moves its head, the attended object changes to a contiguous area of its field of vision, then a value of 100% could be used. Based on the previous observations, we initialized our agent with the parameters shown in Table 2 to perform our experiments.
The agent was also initialized with the following initial knowledge.
5.2.1. Initial knowledge. The agent was initialized with the three basic schemas shown in Figure 7 . These represent the only initial behaviors that were known by the agent to interact with its world. The third one modeled the reflex behavior of closing the hand when a pleasant element comes into contact with it. Variable A represented any tangible object defined as A = ftexture, hand statusg, wherein said hand status may have either of these values: closed_hand or open_hand.
Finally, the only physical (external) actions that the agent may perform were those associated with the movement of its hand (up, down, right, left, front, back, closed, and open) . 5.2.2. Virtual world setup. In this set of experiments, the agent interacted again in three separate executions within the living room of the house shown in Figure 6 . In these executions, all the objects were static, except for the five balls that were moving as follows:
When the agent had its hand open and not in contact with any object, sometimes the system randomly picked any of the five balls and placed it in its hand (so that its touch sensor could detect it during the next cycle). When the touch sensor was in contact with any object and the agent executed the action close_hand, then it was considered that the object had been grasped. The grasped objects moved accordingly to hand movements. By default, after n cycles (for this experiment, n = 1), the agent would automatically open its hand (unless when, during the current cycle, the action close_hand had been selected). Upon the hand being opened, the object that had been grasped could (1) remain in the same position and continue in contact with the touch sensor or (2) go back to its initial position. The selection of (1) or (2) above was made by the system on a random basis.
Regarding the tactile features that the agent could recognize on the objects it touched, this experiment was initialized with the capacity of recognizing five different textures (labeled ''t 1 ,'' ''t 2 ,'' ''t 3 ,'' ''t 4 ,'' and ''t 5 ''), one for each ball.
The three executions began with the agent sitting in the middle of the environment with its hand open in front of it, and five balls in positions that were out of the agent's reach. The results obtained are reported herein below.
Results
. We should point out that, just like in the first set of experiments, the new skills acquired by the agent were based on learning how to preserve affective responses of pleasure triggered by the objects of the Minimum number of times a schema type T 4 had to be used before it could be accommodated.
N Trials
Minimum number of times an object must be assimilated into a schema so that it is considered in the differentiation process.
N T0
Necessary number of schemas type T 0 in order to be able to perform a generalization.
N UsedT0
Minimum number of objects assimilated into a schema type T 0 required to delete it. 6 P FailureT4
Minimum percentage of failure by a schema type T 4 in order to consider its accommodation. 10% P DeleteT0
Minimum percentage of failures needed to delete a schema type T 0 . 50% P DeleteT4
Minimum percentage of failure to delete a schema type T 4 . 90% P DeleteT3T2
Minimum percentage of failure by the schema types T 3 and T 2 so they can be deleted.
85% P SuccessObj
Minimum percentage of success to recover the same object so that it can be considered into the differentiation process.
60%
Dev E-R: Developmental Engagement-Reflection.
agent's interest and learning to recover them when they disappear. With this in mind, in the graphs of Figure 8 , in groups of 100 cycles, the following is presented: (1) the number of pleasant objects lost by the agent, that is, which it had grasped but were lost when opening the hand (shown in red diamonds); (2) the number of objects lost that the agent could recover, as upon release by the hand, the system chose to leave them in contact with its hand (shown in orange squares); and (3) the number of objects that the agent was able to recover successfully (in green triangles). Three phases may be identified in these graphs:
1. Phase 1 includes approximately from cycle 0 to cycle 200 in the three executions. This corresponds to a period within which the agent was able to recover the lesser number of lost objects. 2. Phase 2 includes approximately from cycle 200 to cycle 700 or 900, depending on the execution. This corresponds to a period within which the agent began to recover nearly all the objects that it lost and which were susceptible of being recovered. 3. Phase 3 includes approximately from cycle 700 or 900 to cycle 1500. This third and last phase corresponds to a period within which a considerable decrease in the total number of objects lost by the agent was observed, falling to almost zero near the end of the runs.
Each stage is further discussed below.
Phase 1.
During phase 1, the agent began interacting with its world by using only its three basic schemas (shown in Figure 7 ). From there, it started creating its first developed schemas by generalization, differentiation, and deletion of those, where the associated expectations were not fulfilled most of the times. Accordingly, by the end of this first phase, the agent had built one single developed schema (the same happened throughout the three executions), which is shown in Figure 9 . This first schema associates the situation of having opposed affective responses caused by the same object (unpleasantness due to the loss of an element that had been grasped, and pleasure for detecting the same object on an ongoing basis, but now with the hand open), with the action of closing the hand and the expectation of recovering the affective response of pleasure resulting from grasping again the object of interest. In other words, this schema contains in itself the knowledge that (1) the agent is able to recover the pleasant objects that were lost but which are still sensed with the open hand, and (2) it may recover said objects by closing its hand.
With the creation of this new schema, the agent has learned to recover tangible objects which it is interested in. This situation leads it to a second phase.
Phase 2.
The creation of the schema constructed in the previous phase resulted in, on one hand, the agent to enter a period within which it began to recover nearly all the objects lost and which were susceptible of being recovered (see Figure 8 ). On the other hand, it also caused a change in the behavior of the agent's expectations, which, as shown in Figure 10 (wherein the number of expectations is contrasted to the number of expectations fulfilled), began to be fulfilled 100% of the times from the creation of said schema. These two situations (learning how to successfully recover the objects of interest and having the expectations 100% of the times on an ongoing basis) led the agent to become able to interact with its environment during N C cycles (for these experiments, N C = 250), without the need to modify its knowledge, resulting in the achievement of a status of cognitive equilibrium for the first time (indicated in the bottom portion of the graphs shown in Figure 10 ). As a result of having reached said state, the agent gradually became able to find partial matches among the current contexts and its developed schema (shown in Figure 9 ). One of said partial matches (when the agent sensed an object with its hand opened and it used the schema of Figure 9 to deal with this situation) resulted in the creation of a second schema, shown in Figure 11 . This associates the situation of having an affective response of pleasure triggered by touching any object with the open hand, with the action of closing the hand, and with the expectation of having again an affective response of pleasure caused by touching the same object, but now with the closed hand. The construction of this second schema caused the agent to begin closing its hand when it came into contact with any of the objects of interest, but not as a result of a reflex behavior (through the use of a basic schema) but rather because of a developed behavior having an expectation associated therewith. Again, with the creation of this second schema, the agent managed to interact with its environment for N C additional cycles without having the need to modify its knowledge, leading, for a second time, to a cognitive equilibrium state, near the end of phase 2 (see Figure 10 ). As a result of entering such state, the agent became able to identify partial matches between the current contexts and the two recently created developed schemas. One of such partial matches (when the agent sensed an object with its hand closed and it used the schema of Figure 11 to deal with this situation) resulted in the creation of a third schema, shown in Figure 12 . The new schema associates the situation of having an affective response of pleasure triggered by touching any object with the closed hand, with the action of closing the hand, and with the expectation of maintaining the affective response of pleasure caused by holding the same object.
The construction of this third schema resulted in that, from that point onward, the agent began to maintain its hand closed when it was holding an object of its interest, which was then released when an emotional reaction of boredom was triggered (please note that this emotional reaction is triggered when the agent maintains a hold on a same object over several cycles, 10 cycles for these experiments). In other words, the agent learned to hold on to the objects of its interest, which led to the third and final stage.
Phase 3. This is characterized in that it was a period within which a considerable decrease in the total number of objects lost by the agent was observed and resulted from the creation of a third schema through which it was able to keep a hold of the objects that were interesting for it. To show the rising of this new behavior, we have created the graphs shown in Figure 13 , wherein the average number of cycles over which the agent kept a hold of an interesting object along the execution is shown.
In said graphs, we can see that, from the creation of a third schema, near the start of phase 3, the average number of cycles over which the agent kept a hold of the interesting objects was increased. After interacting with its environment over 250 additional cycles, the agent once again entered a state of cognitive equilibrium, remaining in said state during 500 cycles more, thus concluding its execution.
Summary. In this second set of experiments in which the agent could only touch but not see its world, it learned how to
Recover the pleasant objects that it was holding (it learned that this can only be done with the objects that are let go but which it continues to sense with the open hand), Hold the objects of its interest which are in contact with the palm of its hand, and To hold on to the objects of its interest.
Third set of experiments: the agent can see and touch its world
The third set of experiments consisted in configuring the agent so that it could both see and touch its world. Development was considered completed when it remained in a state of cognitive equilibrium during the last 2000 cycles. In order to carry out the experiments, the agent was configured with the parameters of Dev E-R shown in Table 2 (except for parameter N C , which was given the value of 2000), as well as the following initial knowledge.
5.3.1. Initial knowledge. The agent was initialized with the three basic schemas shown in Figure 7 , wherein in this case, variable A represents any visual element defined as A = fcolor, size, movement, positiong, or any tangible element defined as A = ftexture, hand statusg. Additionally, its knowledge base was initialized with the schemas developed when it could only see and when it could only touch the world around it (generated in the first and second set of experiments). In other words, initialization was started with the knowledge of how to recover and maintain the visual and tangible objects of agent's interest (including the skills of visually following the objects of interest, centering them in the visual field, as well as to hold on to the objects that come in contact with the hand and keeping them held until another object attracted its attention or until it became bored). The reason for the above was that, in this experiment, we were interested in observing the set of behaviors that arise when the agent has constructed and stabilized both its visual and tactile schemas. Finally, physical or external actions that could be performed by the agent included all the possible head and hand movements.
Virtual world setup.
This time, the agent was allowed to interact again in three separate executions within the living room of the house shown in Figure 6 . The agent was in a sitting position in the middle of the environment, with the head looking to the front and with its hand outside the visual field. All the objects were static, except for agent's hand, which was moving in random directions at some points in time. Later in this run, the balls began to move in the same way they behaved during the second set of experiments (refer to section 5.2.2).
5.3.3.
Results. Upon starting, the first observation we found was that when agent's hand came into the visual field, that part of its body caught its attention and it began to follow that luminous element with head movements (using the developed schemas that were available at initialization). This behavior is exemplified in Figure  14 . It is important to note that, up to this moment, the agent sees its hand moving, not exactly because it is a part of itself (as it has not developed any knowledge structure which allows it to distinguish its own body from the rest of the objects in the environment) but because the hand catches its attention due to the color, size, and movement of the hand itself, as if it were any other element present in the virtual world.
After 500 cycles, the balls began to move to enter into contact with the agent's hand. From that moment, the behavior of the agent consisted in holding the objects that were in contact with its sensor and then releasing the items when it lost interest in them, and in following the visual elements that caught its attention. In other words, the agent continued to interact with the environment by using all the knowledge it was initialized with. After 1500 additional cycles, the agent reached a state of cognitive equilibrium, causing the schemas stored in memory to be considered stable, thus being the agent capable of (1) representing in the same Current-Context both visual and tactile data, and (2) finding partial matches with the stabilized structures. These new capacities opened room for the creation of 32 new schemas, 4 per each position of the peripheral areas within the visual field. Figure 15 shows the four schemas developed corresponding to position 6. The remaining schemas (the other 28) only differ in terms of position and associated actions needed to maintain and/or recover the object(s) that triggered interest (as the actions to be performed depend on the position of the visual field in which the object is seen, as illustrated in Figure 16 ).
The first set of schemas, shown in Figure 16 (a), were created as follows. The moment when the agent saw an object that caught its attention while sensing that it was touching something with its hand (whether open or closed), a Current-Context was created, which included two affective responses of pleasure: one triggered by the visual element and the other triggered by the tactile object (e.g. as exemplified in Figure 17 ). This context represented a new situation that the agent had never faced, for which it had no schema to determine how to act. This led the agent to try to adapt its current knowledge and perception of the world to face with this new situation by finding a partial match with two schemas: one to preserve the visual object and another to preserve the tactile item (as exemplified in Figure 17 ). In Piaget's terminology, this means that the agent felt inclined to simultaneously maintain what it was seeing and what it was touching. When the expectations associated with both schemas were fulfilled, an emotional reaction of surprise was generated, resulting in a new structure (see Figure 17) , which represents the knowledge about how to maintain simultaneously the pleasant objects that the agent is seeing and touching. For instance, when the agent saw an object in position 6 within its visual field while touching something in the palm of its hand, the schema shown in Figure 15 (a) would indicate that the agent could maintain both objects by simultaneously moving the head to the right while closing its hand. In the event that the element being touched was the same as the object being seen, then the use of these schemas led to have the agent holding the object in its hand while centering it within the agent's visual field (by moving the head). Figure 14 . This image shows how the agent sees its hand moving: (a) The agent sees its hand at position 9 of its visual field. Then use one of its developed schemas to keep it. (b) The action taken, a movement of its head to the right and down, makes the hand to be placed in the center of its visual field. (c) The agent moves its hand to the right, now placing it in position 6 of his visual field. Then use one of their developed schemas to preserve it. (d) The executed action, a movement of its head to the right, causes the hand to be placed back into the center of its visual field, where it pays attention to it again. Figure 15 . Schemas created when the agent was able to both see and touch its world, which helped it maintain and recover objects seen and probably touched in position 6 of its visual field: (a) preserve the visual object and the tactile object, (b) preserving the visual object while recovering the tactile object, (c) recovering the visual object (with a movement of the head) while maintaining the tactile object, and (d) recovering the visual object (with a movement of the hand) while maintaining the tactile object.
The second and third set of schemas shown in Figures 15(b) , 15(c), 16(b), and 16(c) were created similarly to the case described above. That is to say, they were constructed as a result of the agent facing an unknown situation, thus responding by making a partial match with two of its structures available in memory, as illustrated in Figures 18 and 19 . However, each of them represented different behaviors. On one hand, the second set of schemas contains the knowledge about how to maintain the visual object liked while recovering the tactile object. For example, if the agent saw an object in position 6 within its visual field while letting go the object in the palm of its hand, the schema shown in Figure 15 (b) indicated that the agent could again feel pleasure with both objects by simultaneously moving the head to the right while closing its hand (provided that the agent could continue to sense the desired element with the hand open). In the event, the object that was being touched by the agent was the same that was being seen by it, and then the use of these schemas caused the agent to be seen as if it was releasing and taking again the object of its interest. On the other hand, the third set of schemas represents the knowledge about how to recover the pleasant visual object while maintaining the tactile object. For example, if the agent saw its hand grabbing an object in position 6 and during that cycle, the agent chose to randomly move the hand out of its visual field unwantedly, then the use of these schemas made us see the agent pulling its hand out of and then back to the its visual field (by moving its head) while holding an object.
The creation of the fourth set of schemas is a very interesting case, since, unlike the other ones, these were constructed as a result of a partial match between only one schema in memory, allowing the agent to find an alternative way to recover visual objects having a feature in particular: They were of a shade of blue called C m . The way in which these arouse is illustrated in Figure 20 , where we can see the moment when the agent lost a pleasant object of C m color in position 6 while feeling pleasure for an object held in its hand, and the agent chose to use only one of the schemas whose expectation was maintaining the tactile element. During that same cycle, the agent randomly moved the hand (to the left) in such a manner that it ''accidentally'' caused the C m color to come back into the agent's visual field. At that moment, a new general schema was created, indicating the agent that any object lost from position 6 could be recovered, while maintaining the object held in hand, if the agent moved its hand to the left and closed it. In time, this schema was differentiated into one indicating that this was only possible when the object lost was of C m color, the same color of agent's hand. Similarly, the agent learned that there was a blur in particular (of C m color) which could be controlled (recovered and preserved) by moving its hand. This resulted in a functional differentiation between the spot representing the hand and any other visual element.
5.3.4. Summary. Briefly, the behaviors learned when the agent was able to both see and touch its world were as follows:
Visually following its hand by moving its head. Centering within its visual field (by moving its head), the object being held. Seeing within its visual field how its hand grabs and releases the object of interest. Figure 16 . Set of schemas created when the agent was able to both see and touch its world, for all the positions within the visual field: (a) preserving both the visual and the tactile object, (b) preserving the visual object while recovering the tactile object, (c) recovering the visual object (with a movement of the head) while preserving the tactile object, and (d) recovering the tactile object (with a movement of the hand) while preserving the visual object.
Seeing how its hand grabbing an object goes out of its visual field, and then recovering that image by moving its head.
Seeing how its hand grabbing an object goes out its visual field, and then recovering that image by moving its hand. 
Development from basic schemas.
In this section, we present some preliminary, but interesting, results about how visual and tactile processes affect each other when the agent (1) can see and touch the world, (2) is initialized only with the three basic schemas of Figure  7 , and (3) can attend one visual object and one tactile object at the same time, since the beginning of the execution.
In this experiment, visual and tactile schemas developed independently and in parallel, until the agent entered a state of cognitive equilibrium for the first time. As a result, the agent developed the following new behaviors:
Recovering pleasant objects that went out by any area of the periphery of its visual field, by moving the head toward the right direction. Recovering the visual image of its hand, by moving the hand itself toward the correct direction according to the position where it was last seen. Closing the hand when it was touching an object, while it was seeing something (not necessarily the same object) in any area of its field of vision.
After the first stabilization, visual and tactile processes continue to develop independently to acquire skills about how to preserve pleasant visual and tactile stimuli (through partial matches performed with the previously stabilized schemas), but also they started to cooperate with each other.
Skills acquired independently of each modality are as follows:
Visually following and centering in the visual field the objects of interest. Centering its hand in its visual field by moving the hand.
Once previous schemas were created, the agent started to use them in a cooperative way, in sequence one after the other, showing the following behavior:
1. Centering an object of interest in the visual field by moving the head. 2. Centering also its hand by moving the hand. This resulted in a situation where both objects were in the center of the visual field (sometimes the hand occluded the ball), and most of the times these were in contact with each other. 3. Closing the hand to hold on the object that it was seeing and touching in the center of its visual field. 4. This line of development took the agent approximately twice as long as in the previous experiments. We are working in creating strategies to reduce the time.
Discussion
According to Piaget, the hand (together with the mouth, the eye, and the ear) is one of the most crucial instruments used by intelligence. Its core task is grasping, which is developed following five stages-which do not correspond to defined ages, but whose sequence is fundamental, except for stage number 3 (Piaget, 1936/ 1952). In this section, we shall discuss the results obtained within the context of said theory.
6.1. Emergence of the first eye-hand coordination 6.1.1. Stage 1: impulsive movements and pure reflex. During this first stage, the newborn closes the hand upon feeling pressure on the palm, as a result of the grasping reflex that we are all born with. The newborn also moves by impulse both arms, hands, and fingers. In our agent, we observed that, at the beginning of the executions, it kept on randomly moving its hand and closing it whenever its tactile sensor detected the presence of an object. The action of closing its hand was caused by the use of the basic schema representing the grasping reflex. This behavior was noticed for a short time (between 36 and 165 cycles) until the agent faced for the first time a situation wherein, while holding an object, opened the hand automatically and the object, now released, remained in contact with the hand. At that moment, a Current-Context was created, describing a new situation: displeasure due to having lost the object that was being held but also pleasure as the open hand was still in contact with said item. That is, the agent was facing opposing emotions (see Figure   9 ). In this situation, during Engagement, the agent had the option to form a partial match between the Current-Context with any of the three basic schemas available in its memory, as shown in Figure 21 . The result of (1) selecting the second basic schema and (2) choosing the random action of closing the hand is the formation of the new schema illustrated in Figure 9 . The same occurs when it is selected the third basic schema. With the creation of this new structure, the agent has learned to recover tangible objects which it is interested in. This situation leads the agent to move on to the second stage of grasp development.
6.1.2. Stage 2: grasping just for grasping and vision is adapted to hand movements. In this second stage, the baby manages to grasp and maintain the objects in its hand without seeing them and without attempting to take them to its mouth. During this period, coordination between vision and general hand movements starts to appear. That is, baby manages to visually follow their own hands, but can only keep them within the visual field by moving the eyes around, not the hands. In other words, vision adapts to hand movements, but a reciprocal action by the hands is not yet certain. In our agent, we observed that, once it learned how to recover the interesting objects that it released, and once this knowledge became stabilized after repeatedly releasing and recovering different elements, it learned how to keep a hold on them. Additionally, in the third set of experiments, as soon as we activated agent's capacity of sight and touch, it applied all the knowledge acquired from the previous experiments and began to visually follow its hand by moving the head. However, at that point, the hand represented to the agent just a spot, as the rest of the objects in its surroundings. 6.1.3. Stage 3: coordination between pressure and suction, and limitation of hand movements into the visual field. During this third stage, the baby manages to grasp objects and take them to the mouth, as well as taking the elements that its mouth is sucking. Regarding vision, during this stage, babies already exert influence on hand movements. For example, looking at the hand seems to increase its activity, or, on the contrary, it may limit its movements within the visual field. With this step forward in baby's development, it can be noticed that, when infant's hand randomly appears within its visual field, the hand tends to remain on sight. This is the first sign of a reciprocal adaptation, with the hand tending to preserve and repeat movements seen by the eye, while the eye tends to look at everything the hand does. In other words, hand tends to assimilate into its own schemas the visual domain, just as the eye assimilates into its own schemas the hand domain.
To this regard, it is quite interesting to notice how our agent assimilated visual data into its tactile schemas, and vice versa. We can see this in the structures shown in Figure 15 , where we notice that the contexts are now formed by emotional reactions of pleasure and disliking, both toward visual and tactile elements, with the associated actions including head and hand movements, and the same occurs with the expected context. The formation of these new structures led the agent to learn how to center within its visual field (by moving its head), the object being held; watch, in the center of the visual field, how its own hand releases and then recovers the object of its interest; watch how its own hand goes out of the visual field grasping an object and then coming back into the visual field by moving the head; and watch how this last behavior can be performed by moving the hand instead of the head. The use of this set of new behaviors by our agent allowed us to watch it interact with the objects grasped, most of the times within the center of the visual field. Moreover, by creating the last schema, a functional differentiation between the spot represented by the hand and any other one began to manifest. This means that the agent learned that there was a blur, having very particular visual characteristics, which could be controlled by moving its hand.
Agent's development came that far. During the fourth stage, babies get the ability to take an object when they simultaneously see their hands and the desired object; while during the fifth and last stage, they acquire the ability to take any seen object without limitations related to the position of the hand (it can even be outside of their visual field). We believe that our agent may achieve the last two stages of the development of eye-hand coordination, if we grant it capacities of differentiation between means and ends and goal-oriented behaviors. This shall constitute part of our subsequent efforts. Figure 21 . Illustration of the potential partial matches between a Current-Context representing opposing emotions and basic schemas. The partial matches are considered so because only one of the two affective responses in the Current-Context corresponds to the single affective response available in Basic Schema 1 , Basic Schema 2 , and Basic Schema 3 . Matches are shown in red and blue.
Developmental path
The developmental path of new behaviors is essential in Piaget's theory. For this reason, in this section, we shall discuss the path followed by all the behaviors learned by the agent.
In the first and second set of experiments, wherein the agent could only see or touch the world around it, we could see that the earliest skills it acquired were the result (1) of having lost the objects of interest, (2) of their ''accidental'' recovery (by using one of the basic knowledge structures available to the agent), and (3) of the generalization/differentiation of such experiences. Accordingly, the agent first learned how to recover into its visual field the items that had gone out thereof, and to recover the elements that were held and then released. The developmental path of these two new behaviors is illustrated in the top portion of Figure 22 .
Later, our agent entered for the first time into a state of cognitive equilibrium, thus triggering its capacity of finding partial matches with the stabilized schemas. In other words, the agent became capable of using its built knowledge about how to recover interesting objects to face unknown situations. The foregoing resulted in the acquisition of two new behaviors: (1) visually following the interesting objects and (2) holding an object that was touched by the palm of the hand (see the middle portion of Figure 22) .
Thereafter, the agent entered for the second time into a state of cognitive equilibrium, during which it learned two new abilities (as a result of making partial matches between its current situation and past experiences): (1) centering into the visual field static objects of its interest and (2) maintaining a hold on an object (see the bottom portion of Figure 22 ). Finally, during the third set of experiments, the agent entered once more into a state of equilibrium and remained in that state for several cycles. As a result, its visual and tactile schemas were considered as stable, thus becoming capable of representing, in its Current-Context, objects that caught its attention, both visual and tactile. This led the agent to learn four new behaviors (which appeared again as a result of partial matches): (1) centering within its visual field (by moving its head), the object being held; (2) watching, in the center of the visual field, how its own hand releases and then recovers the object of its interest; (3) watching its own hand grasping an object going out of the visual field and then coming back by moving the head; and (4) watching its own hand grasping an object going out of its visual field and then coming back in sight by moving the hand (Figures 17-20 show the origin of these skills).
Thus, it was then possible to trace a developmental path, which allows us to observe how the construction of new behaviors depend on and derive from known experiences.
Development as a creative process
We are interested in the study of the creative process employing computers. Surprisingly, it is hard to find computational research projects that focus on studying the genesis of the creative process. As far as we know, this is the first computational model that attempts to contribute in that area that we refer to as early-creative behavior. As an interesting characteristic, the ER-Model model that we employ in this work has been originally used to develop an automatic storyteller. So, one can picture a continuous that represents computer models of creativity at different states during the development of skills, where Dev E-R is located in one extreme while our storyteller is located in the opposite extreme. In this way, we can compare both systems. The main purpose of our storyteller is to develop a coherent narrative where conflicts start to rise, until they reach a climax, and then they are sorted out; so, conflicts are essential to progress a plot. It is interesting to notice that in Dev E-R, conflicts are the force that pushes the agent to produce new schemas. Thus, in a sense, in ER-Model, conflicts also arise, reach a climax, and then they decay. In our storyteller, knowledge structures are represented in terms of emotional links and tensions between characters, while in Dev E-R such structures are represented as emotional links between the agent and its environment. This seems to suggest that emotions and conflicts might play an important role in the representation of the agents' world. The capacity of matching partial knowledge structures in memory provides to both, Dev E-R and our storyteller, the opportunity to deal with novel situations. In the same way, there are important differences between both systems: Our storyteller has a sophisticated process of reflection, while in Dev E-R the advancement of reflection is part of the agent's development, and the storyteller represents much more abstract information than Dev E-R (e.g. the general structure of the story).
In Aguilar and Pe´rez y Pe´rez (2014) it is presented a set of useful criteria to assess whether the behaviors generated by an agent may be considered as creative. We will discuss each of them to evaluate the results obtained in this article.
6.3.1. Novelty. A behavior is considered novel if it did not exist explicitly in the initial database of knowledge of the agent (Pe´rez y Pe´rez, 2014) . In the experiments, the agent was initialized with three basic schemas. By the end of the executions, it had constructed at least 58 new structures that did not exist in the initial database of knowledge of the agent. Hence, under this criterion, all behaviors the agent learned are considered novel. 6.3.2. Utility. A behavior is considered useful if it serves as basis for the construction of new knowledge that gradually leads the agent to acquire new skills that are typical of the following stage of development (cf. Pe´rez y Pe´rez, 2014) . Thus, the knowledge structures developed by the agent are considered useful, as they allowed it to go from predefined or innate behaviors (typical of the first substage of the sensory-motor period) to body-based behaviors (typical of the second substage of the sensory-motor period) and to behaviors involving external objects (typical of the third substage of the sensory-motor period).
6.3.3. Emergence. Following Steels (1990) , a behavior emerges when its origin may not be traced back directly to the components of the system, but rather, it is the result of the way in which such components interact with each other. In the Dev E-R model, the learning of different behaviors depends on a number of factors, notably, (1) environmental properties, (2) physical characteristics of the agent, and (3) current knowledge. In this way, because the new behaviors are not preprogrammed and they are all context-dependent, we may conclude that the behaviors learned by the agent emerged as a result of the way in which the different system components interacted with each other. 6.3.4. Motivations. Amabile and Collins (1999) distinguished two types of creativity: (1) intrinsically motivated and (2) extrinsically motivated. Following them, in this work a behavior developed by an agent is considered creative if it appears as a result of an intrinsic or extrinsic motivation. Our model represents this feature because the emotional reaction of surprise and the intrinsic motivation of cognitive curiosity trigger in the agent the need to modify or construct new schemas. 6.3.5. Adaptation to a new environment. The ability to adapt ourselves to our environment has been traditionally deemed as a condition needed for truly creative behavior (Runco, 2007) ; similarly, Leonora Cohen describes adaptation as the closest synonym of creativity (Runco, 2007) . In Piaget's theory, adaptation is defined in terms of the processes of assimilation and accommodation. We suggest that, in order to consider a behavior developed by an agent as creative, it must acquire such behavior as a result of a process of adaptation to the environment.
The schemas developed by the agent were created as a consequence of it facing unknown situations and reacting to them: (1) by assimilating the new circumstance to the previously acquired knowledge (through a process of searching the memory for a schema, which represents a situation similar to the one being faced in the Current-Context) or (2) by accommodating the knowledge in such a way that it may adjust to the new experience (thus creating a new schema, or differentiating, generalizing, or deleting an existing one). Therefore, we suggest that they are originated as a result of the agent's adaptation to its world.
Comparison with other methods
In this section, we compare four characteristics of developmental agents: (1) initial state and knowledge representation, (2) motivational components, (3) learning processes, and (4) stage transition mechanisms.
6.4.1. Initial state and knowledge representation. Developmental agents can be classified into two groups: those that start interacting with the environment from tabula rasa (i.e. they are initialized with an empty ''mind,'' and therefore all its knowledge is the result of learning through their experiences and sensorial perceptions) and those that start with ''innate'' knowledge. Examples of the first group include Perotto and Alvares (2006) , Modayil and Kuipers (2007) , and Mugan and Kuipers (2008) . Typically, these agents work with raw data, in contrast to the ones of the second group which usually abstract the world into discrete states and actions (Guerin & McKenzie, 2008) . Our agent belongs to the latter.
Among the most representative works that belong to the second category is Drescher's (1991) work and some subsequent systems based on it such as Holmes and Isbell (2005) , Guerin and McKenzie (2008) , and Lee et al. (2012) , which although they report that their system does not start with any explicit innate knowledge, it has the pre-programmed behaviors of palmar reflex and holding the objects until someone removes them or they are dropped by accident. Commonly, these agents define their knowledge structures as schemas that are comprised by three main parts: pre-conditions (named by some authors as context), an action, and postconditions (named by some authors as result). Contexts and results represent some condition of the world (e.g. visual, tactile, and proprioceptive information). In this way, the schema represents that, when the preconditions are satisfied, the agent might perform the action; as a result, the world is modified according to the post-conditions. A typical example of these kinds of structures is shown in Figure 23 . Drescher's (1991) schema mechanism and Holmes and Isbell's (2005) improvement of it are initialized with one schema for each action the agent can perform, and with empty contexts and results. This initial ''empty'' knowledge structures are points of departure for building contentful schemas. The same holds for Guerin and McKenzie's (2008) agent, which is initialized in a similar way, although four extra schemas that model reflexes (e.g. sucking, grabbing, gazing) are also included. Our agent represents its knowledge as a context, an action, and a result, and it is initialized with one schema that represents the palmar reflex, but, unlike the others, it (1) defines the contexts in terms of more general attributes such as affective responses, emotional reactions, and current motivations, and (2) includes two schemas to model the tendency to preserve and to recover pleasant stimulus. That is, our agent perceives its world in terms of representations of emotions and motivations triggered by the stimuli present in the environment, and not in terms of the particular features of the objects it sees and touches. We believe that these characteristics make our model more flexible. The following lines elaborate this idea. Figure 23 illustrates a schema that shows that when a green object is located in a given position (x, y), then the agent can perform the action ''reach''; the features describing the context are very specific. We wonder why does a green object located on (x, y) trigger such an action? We claim that the decision of what to do depends on more elaborated circumstances that can be (at least partially) represented in terms of affective reactions. If a green (or blue or white, or big or small) object produces curiosity, attraction, need, and so on, then the agent probably attempts to reach it. However, the same object, under different circumstances, might generate fear, anxiety, nervousness, and so on; in such cases, the agent might try to avoid it. Schemas with very specific information, like the one presented in Figure 23 , can hardly represent the complexity of the circumstances surrounding an object; more abstract structures, like the ones used by Dev E-R, show more flexibility and adaptability to diverse situations. For instance, our agent can generalize that any item, not just those in green, can be reached by the same action (c.f. Figure 23 ); in the same way, the capacity of performing partial matches allows dealing with new situations. Some models attempt to sort out this problem by employing a predefined affective reaction. For instance, in the work of Law, Shaw, Earland, Sheldon, and Lee (2014) , each time the agent sees a new object, the system triggers novelty. However, this generalization hardly reflects what one observes in the world. Following Pe´rez y Pe´rez and Sharples (2001) and Ku¨ger et al. (2011) , we suggest that models of developmental agents should represent the same context at different levels of abstraction. Specific contexts allow registering the type of information necessary for implementing, for example, a robot's arm, while abstract representations characterize more elaborated contexts. In this way, if we are able to link them, we can exploit the best of both approaches. 6.4.2. Motivational components. Since one of the main characteristics of developmental agents is that they are not given any explicit goal or task, then how and why should they perform any action and learn new skills? This is where intrinsic motivations play an important role in these kinds of systems. Some researchers have explored the idea of using novelty as a driver (see, for example, Law et al., 2014) , others have used curiosity (see, for example, Oudeyer, Kaplan, & Hatner, 2007) , others have explored the idea of having an intrinsic motivator that rewards the discovery of environment affordances (see, for example, Hart & Grupen, 2011) , and some others have proposed to use emotions such as happiness, fear, and sadness to shape behavior (see, for example, Ahn & Picard, 2006; Gao & Edelman, 2016) . In the case of our agent, conflict is what moves it to act. In particular, this happens (1) when Jacques is in a state of pleasure and then something happens that prevents it to continue in that satisfactory situation, and (2) when its expectations differ from ''reality.'' So, a very important characteristic of our model is that if there is no conflict, there is no learning. As a consequence of this, our agent only builds new schemas when it faces these kinds of situations while interacting with the environment, in contrast to other agents which work, finding all possible contexts and results caused by the execution of all actions (see, for example, Drescher, 1991) or by maximizing a reward such as novelty. Currently, Dev E-R works in a constrained environment where search heuristics and optimization procedures might get some similar results; however, in a more open environment, where an agent can find countless different situations, we believe that our approach will be more effective because of the use of the contextual information to generate and differentiate schemas. In future works, we will run some experiments to test our assumption. 6.4.3. Learning processes. Early sensorimotor learning can be considered as a process that discovers the consequences of actions, as well as the conditions that these consequences depend on. Several learning methods have been proposed to solve this problem. For instance, Drescher (1991) uses marginal attribution; McClelland (1995) , Shultz et al. (1995) , Parisi and Schlesinger (2002) , and Chaput (2004) , among others, use neural networks, and some others like Guerin and McKenzie (2008) and Hart and Grupen (2011) use reinforcement learning. In this research, we propose a different approach which consists in implementing learning (an essential mechanism for adaptation and cognitive development) as a creative process. Using this new approach, our agent learns new skills by (1) using a process of generalization and differentiation of schemas, and (2) using its knowledge of past experiences to deal with new similar, but not identical, situations (i.e. using its knowledge of past experiences to deal with new similar, but not identical, situations).
The first one differs from other approaches in that in our model, new schemas start as a generalization of a sole experience, which then may split into particular schemas, and then they may continue in this process of generalization and differentiation until they stabilize (as summarized in Figure 4 ). In contrast, works such as Sheldon and Lee (2011) and Guerin and McKenzie (2008) can only modify schemas in one direction, from particular to general. An exception is the Constructivist Anticipatory Learning Mechanism (CALM) system (Perotto et al., 2007) , which implements three methods for learning: differentiation, adjustment, and integration. The main differences are that (1) in the CALM system, the processes of differentiation and generalization occur every time an expectation is not met, while in Dev E-R they only occur when the used schema exceeds a certain percentage of failure, giving the agent more flexibility to respond to indeterminacies in the environment; (2) generalization (called adjustment in CALM) replaces, by the undefined symbol #, those properties in the expectation that are different from the perceived ones, while in Dev E-R the replacement is performed based on the properties registered in the two extra structures of successful and failure contexts attached to the schemas, which the CALM system does not have; (3) the generalization process only occurs when a differentiation cannot be performed because all the elements in the context are specified, while in Dev E-R it can happen at any time of the execution; and (4) when a differentiation is performed, the more general schema is always preserved, causing the CALM system to require more memory than Dev E-R. Furthermore, since the CALM system has not been tested in environments and with agents which develop the very first abilities related with vision and touch, it is difficult to make a direct comparison with Dev E-R.
The second learning strategy differs from other works in that most of them only perform a total match between the current situation and the schema's context; and from the ones that do partial matches, due to its very specific knowledge representation, as previously discussed, are limited to discover irrelevant sensor values (e.g. Guerin & McKenzie, 2008) . On the contrary, our agent benefits from its more general knowledge representation making it possible, for example, to learn to preserve pleasant objects by using its experience to recover them. 6.4.4. Stage transition mechanisms. Most computational works that try to mimic children development are focused on learning mechanisms within a single developmental stage. Among the most recent and complete projects is that of Law et al. (2014) . In their model, they use physical constraints to deal with the complexity of identifying which motor movements cause which effects. These prevent the agent to learn everything at the same time and also help it to bootstrap between stages. For instance, at the start of the experiment, their robot can only move its eyes. Once it achieves control over such a skill, a new competence is activated: first, its capacity to move its head; then, its ability to move its neck; then the shoulder, torso, and so on.
The Dev E-R model uses constraints to let the agent learn new skills of increasing complexity but, unlike the previous example, restrictions are applied to cognitive capacities rather than physical ones. Jacques does this by detecting when it has reached into a state of cognitive equilibrium, which activates the possibility of performing partial matches with its new stabilized schemas. That is, its cognitive capability of using its stable previous experience with similar, not identical, situations is released. So, in Dev E-R, cognitive development emerges as a consequence of the agent going from a state of equilibrium to disequilibrium and back to equilibrium, as Piaget suggests.
We believe that both kinds of constraints, physical and cognitive, can complement each other in such a way that a more complete agent can be created. This is a strategy we think may help to scale our model when more senses are included or when the number of actions increases.
Conclusion
Dev E-R is a computational model of early cognitive development, implemented as a creative process. It was inspired by the theories of Jean Piaget (1936 Piaget ( /1952 and Leonora Cohen (1989) . In a prior paper (Aguilar & Pe´rez y Pe´rez, 2015) , it was explored its functionality in an artificial agent which could only see (but not touch) the world around it. In this article, our main interest was to study its potential by using it in an agent which could only touch (but not see) the world around it, and in a separate agent which could do both, seeing and touching. The results from the experiments described herein have allowed us to observe the generality of said model, in the sense that it, based on the sensorial capabilities of the agent, was able to learn, on one hand, new behaviors associated with vision and, on the other hand, new behaviors associated with the sense of touch, and finally, the agents showed new behaviors based on both touching and seeing. These latter behaviors represent the first eye-hand coordination skills identified by Piaget. Moreover, the developmental path followed by the agent matches the one described by the renowned researcher. Hence, Dev E-R is a model which allows us to study relevant aspects of the development of an agent from a novel perspective. This model includes the possibility of observing how the environment and the sensorial capabilities of the agents affect its development, while enabling us to follow, on a step-by-step basis, the construction of its knowledge. The results obtained in this article are quite exciting, although there is still much work to be done.
